
Elevating efficiency, harnessing  

connections, unleashing  

school’s potential

Simplified registration, enlistment,  

and enrollment. 

Customize school requirements and student 

eligibility with ease, simplifying the process  

for administrators. Manage student attendance, 

grades, and academic progress effortlessly.  

Our user-friendly interface allows real-time  

data entry, providing valuable insights for 

educators and parents. 

Automated reports for  

informed decisions

With a few clicks, reports are ready to go.  

No more burning the midnight oil. Instead, you 

have more time to dig into the nitty-gritty details  

of data, which can be a real game-changer. 

Say farewell to the manual report preparation 

grind and say hello to an efficient and engaging 

reporting process. These reports are like treasure 

maps, showing valuable insights into student 

performance. Educators can make well-meaning 

decisions about how to shape their lessons and 

come to the rescue with extra help where needed.

Efficient curriculum management 

Our curriculum builder simplifies the process  

of managing different curricula. Imagine you’re  

an educator – with our system, you can create, 

tweak, and organize curricula effortlessly.

Welcome to Grado, where school management 
becomes extraordinarily efficient. While we harness 
the power of technology, we never lose sight of the 
importance of human connections and personal 
relationships in education. We’re here to enhance 
these connections, ensuring educators can dedicate 
more time to what truly matters.  
 
Discover the remarkable simplicity of streamlined 
operations and the ease of simplified 
administration, all thoughtfully crafted to empower 
educators and schools in our shared journey.

Join us in reshaping education, 

treasuring the connection between 

teachers and students, and setting 

remarkable as the new standard!

THE GRADO ADVANTAGE



Enrollment

Student records management

Degree and course management

Curriculum builder

Buildings and rooms management

Course advising

Fees assessment

Payment history

Transcript of grades, report card

Reports generation

Online submission of grades

Payment integration

LMS integration

Key Features

Current transactions

    • Eligibility status

    • Course requirements

    • Registration and enlistment

    • Sections and class schedules

Special transactions

    • Change of subjects or matriculation

    • Dropping of subjects

    • Leave of absence

    • Late registration 

    • Late assessment

+632 8932 7447

info@grado.tech

@OnlineGrado

www.grado.tech

www.onlinegrado.com

Don’t wait, Elevate –  

contact us and get started!

CONTACT US

Grado revolutionizes K-12 education by simplifying 
enrollment and student record management, 
creating a straightforward and efficient experience. 
Real-time monitoring and payment integration are 
among the fundamental components that expedite 
operations and take your school experience to the 
next level. Get in touch today to explore the Grado 
advantage with a beaming smile!


